
How Can I Purchase Items From Your Gift Shoppe ???  

*** Very soon after our initial opening of our Nursery and the Display Garden, we have had a modest Gift 

Shop available; however as it’s incorporated within our sales building, it’s always a struggle to feature all the 

items we have available.   

*** Typically, everyone is drawn to the assortment of Daylily themed items such as our ceramic mugs, 

placemats, coasters, artwork, plus much more.  The downside is except for those visiting in person, or during 

garden events where we are vendors, much of what we feature goes unseen by most; however we have now 

addressed that situation in exciting new ways. 

*** Last year we formed a new venture Lasting Dreams Designs.  With this newest business, not only are the 

products we currently offer still be available in the Gift Shoppe, but we now have the ability to feature many 

of those items through other channels. 

*** Last year we created a presence for Lasting Dreams Designs on the following social media sites:  

Facebook, Instagram, and Pinterest; and most importantly you can now find a selection of the products we 

have available at our Etsy Shop; here is a direct link to that site:   

https://www.etsy.com/shop/LastingDreamsDesigns?ref=simple-shop-header-name&listing_id=971033564 

*** In the future we will have a dedicated website with even more to feature;  but until then, check out our 

revamped Group “The Gift Shoppe @ Lasting Dreams”.  Once we get things in place, we will be using this 

group to offer members items available for sale, and many of those items will be available for shipping as well.   

It is a private group, so it’s not too early to join, and be one of the first to see the products available once we 

are up and running.  Here is a direct link to that site:  https://www.facebook.com/groups/203947620061055 

*** And what we will be offering will go far beyond what we currently have, because what we have done is 

implement our own custom designs, plus proprietary artwork and photography incorporated into what we 

produce.  It has always been an ambition of ours to combine our Love of Daylilies with our Love of Art, 

Photography, and Design, and now we finally bring those qualities together to share with others. 

*** Imagine seeing your favorite cultivars emblazoned not only on mugs and glassware, but also on clothing, 

accessories, and stickers.  In some cases we will produce product ourselves, and in others we will join with a 

production partner, but in either case you will be astounded and pleased with the result. 

*** So to answer the initial question, in order to visit the Gift Shoppe, you would simply contact us to plan a 

visit.  Otherwise it is always available if you are scheduled to view the Display Garden, or here to visit the 

Nursery; and it will be open during all our Special Events.   

*** So keep in mind that while everything we will be featuring through Etsy and other online platforms is 

available for direct ordering, there will always be product exclusive to the Gift Shoppe for visitors to enjoy, 

either in person or through our Group Page. 
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